
"A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at night, and in between he does what 
he wants to do" 
Bob Dylan 
 
Hi Everyone, 
 
Undergoing a program review by the Royal College is like undergoing root canal. Undergoing it after your 
program has been placed on provisional status with the possibility of accreditation being revoked is like 
undergoing root canal without anaesthesia. 
 
That's why this week's Departmental Acknowledgement goes to the Perinatal Medicine Fellowship Co-
Directors, Louis Beaumier and Lajos Kovacs. 
 
Shortly after my assuming the Chairmanship, our post-graduate educational programs underwent across-
the-board accreditation review. It’s hard to underestimate the importance of these reviews. Education is 
one of our core 'businesses' together with high quality clinical care targeting complex cases in pediatrics 
and innovative research (basic, clinical, translational and inter-disciplinary). It’s also hard to under-
estimate the thoroughness of the Royal College in conducting their reviews. No dirt can be hidden. Faults 
inevitably find a spotlight shining on them.  
 
Unfortunately, difficulties in the Perinatal Medicine Fellowship became apparent prompting the Royal 
College to grant only provisional accreditation subject to a tight timeline for re-review at which point 
accreditation could be removed. A long list of items to be addressed and remediated was presented. In 
such a situation, it’s hard not to throw in the towel and admit defeat. Much to the credit of Louis and 
Lajos, they accepted the challenge I offered to them of achieving full accreditation. They did not shy 
away from the hard task ahead and diligently applied themselves to meeting the common objective. 
 
An initial analysis revealed that the problem lay not in competence but in culture. Disparate cultures in 
neonatology had evolved, largely driven by distance between training sites, in which not everyone in the 
rowboat was rowing in the same direction. Overcoming such cultural divides requires commitment and 
hard work on the part of all. What impressed me most was how the McGill neonatal group underwent the 
not easy task of self-reflection, team building and redefinition emerging much stronger with a sense of 
purpose. This is a credit to many including: the MUHC Neonatology Director Therese Perreault, the JGH-
SMH Neonatology Director Apo Papageorgiou, the RVH site Director Daniel Faucher and all the 
neonatologists at all the sites who weathered the course. 
 
Assisting the recovery was Saleem Razack, the Associate Chair for Education, and a most insightful 
external review that we engaged in carried out by my fellow Chair (Queens) Bob Connolly. However, the 
hard steady work was done by the Louis and Lajos team. Planning, strategizing and then operationalizing 
positive changes were carried out by this duo and will serve as a case study for educational programme 
recovery.  
 
Yesterday, the Perinatal Medicine Fellowship program underwent Royal College review. The verdict was 
full accreditation.  
 
Please join me in congratulating Louis and Lajos for this most gratifying personal accomplishment on 
behalf of the collective. It’s one, given how vital a NICU is to a Department of Pediatrics, that we can all 
be most grateful for. 
 
Have a great weekend! 
 
Michael 
 



 


